
Accessibility Checklist
for Website

TYPE DESCRIPTION

Text
Body text is minimum 16-18px

Site visitors can increase and decrease font size

Structure

Site should be able to display in a way that is
understandable without CSS

Structure pages with H1, H2, H3, and p tags

Links

Links include aria-label or title attribute

Example: <a href=”#” aria-label=”Title of Page Linked to”>TEXT</a>

Example: <a href=”#” title=”Title of Page Linking to”>TEXT</a>

Link description should not be the URL

Links to documents should include the document type
and file size

Buttons

Use aria-label or title attribute

Example: <a href=”#” aria-label=”Download Conference
Program″>Conference Program</a>

Example: <a href=”#” title=”Download Conference Program”>Conference
Program</a>

Example: <a href=”#” aria-label=”Download Conference Program”
title=”Conference Program”>Conference Program</a>

Descriptive text should include the desired action
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Accessibility Checklist
for Website

TYPE DESCRIPTION

Color

Strong color contrast between background and
foreground. Check color contrast according to WCAG

Color is not used to convey or prompt information

Images

All graphics (e.g. photos, infographics, charts) have alt
tags

Example: <img src=”#” alt=”Description”>

No images are used for text (except logo)

Video
and
Audio

All video and audio have subtitles, captions, or written
transcript

All videos include title tag

Forms
All form fields should have a label next to them that is
descriptive of the data that needs to be input.

Note: Form label should not be contained within the field

Miscel-
laneous

All sections of the website can be navigated to using
only a keyboard

Graphics and elements on a page do not contain
flashing (or do not contain more than 3 flashes per
second)
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https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/


Accessibility Checklist
for Website

Website Accessibility Legislation

● Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) - the web is designed
to work for all people, whatever their hardware, software,
language, location, or ability. When the web meets its goal, it’s
accessible to people with a diverse range of hearing, movement,
sight, and cognitive abilities.

● Section 508 - applies to US federal agencies and local and state
entities that receive funding from the federal government.
Employees and members of the public with recognized disabilities
must be given access to information that is equal to that of other
online visitors who are unaffected by a disability.

● Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) - prohibits discrimination
against people with disabilities in all areas of public life. This
requires organizations to make reasonable accommodations to
physical locations, transportation, and knowledge sources.
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https://www.w3.org/standards/webdesign/accessibility
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